
Our Team: Knowledgeable and Connected
At Valuations, our team is what sets us apart. From our executive level experience in appraisal and BPO 
management to our network of some of the best valuation professionals our nation has to offer, we attract 
and retain highly qualified people in the lending industry. We are your partners in valuation, not just your 
vendor. We work side-by-side, fostering a partnership you’ll rely on day in and day out and offer responsive and 
exemplary support when needed.

VALUATIONS 

While the landscape of the valuation industry is constantly changing, our goal at Assurant Mortgage Solutions 
stays the same - to provide our clients with high-quality, innovative valuation solutions in an expedient 
manner. As one of the nation’s largest valuation providers, our fully integrated solutions suite can be catered 
specifically to the needs of your business – offering you a simplified, cohesive experience from a single vendor. 
Our deep commitment, combined with our unique partnership approach, is what sets us apart as a premier 
vendor partner.

Our Solutions: Industry Leading and Results-Oriented 
At Assurant Mortgage Solutions, we believe in providing full-service valuation solutions that positively 
challenge the status quo with an obsession for speed and responsiveness.  Our “sense-of-urgency” combined 
with our proprietary processes and top-tier technology, enables us to meet and exceed your SLA expectations 
and ensures our ability to expedite orders when necessary.  With nationwide coverage and a comprehensive 
solution portfolio, we’ll work alongside you to provide the right combination of valuation solutions to fit your 
organization. 

Our solutions include:

 Ý Full-service Appraisal Management 

Save time, reduce risk and ensure compliance by turning to 
us for comprehensive, full-service appraisal management 
solutions.

 Ý Appraisal Reviews 

Remove uncertainty, risk and the imprecision of traditional 
appraisal review tools and gain the clear, affordable results 
you need.

 Ý Broker Price Opinions (BPO)

Gain greater accuracy and market intelligence by relying on 
our advanced algorithms, extensive data validation and in 
depth quality control checks, along with access to local MLS 
data nationwide. 

 Ý Condition Assessment Products 

Rely on experienced, local real estate agents to provide 
a current and  simple-to-read summary with exterior 
pictures of your property.

 Ý Data Driven Products 

Manage risk and mitigate losses by relying on us to 
maximize the use of data and create dynamic strategies. 
Our analytics based solution will drive various Loss 
Mitigation campaigns and provide insight to REO tracking 
and performance.
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Our Difference: The Right Team, The Right Approach
At Assurant Mortgage Solutions we believe anything is possible with the right team. The right 

team can lead you to victory, regardless of what is at stake. Assurant Mortgage Solutions has 

the right lineup to help you succeed. Our comprehensive suite of mortgage solutions proactively 

manages risk, from origination to disposition, giving you the simplicity and stability of a single 

source vendor. We deliver real results, with a proven track record of success, so you can make 

the game-winning play, every time.

CONTACT US
www.assurantmortgagesolutions.com
Email: sales.valuations@assurant.com

Phone: 817.788.4425


